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What Are Executive Functioning Skills?

This mini-guide includes natural groupings that
compound executive functioning skills. The full
guide includes an overview of the eleven skills and
questions for reflection to help you assess yourself
and your colleagues. The episode guide for 182
includes strategies for addressing weaknesses.

EPISODE 178

What Are Executive Functioning Skills?
www.themodernmanager.com/podcast-178

Although we may not realize it, executive functioning skills are critical to how we manage
ourselves and our work every day. Many of the most common workplace challenges stem
from an executive functioning weakness or clash. Whether it’s struggling with time
management, impatience with a colleague’s procrastination, or worrying about how someone
will react to critical feedback, we’re actually talking about executive functioning skills. 

"Like any other skill set,
executive functioning skills

can be developed over time."
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The executive functioning skills can be divided into skills that impact how we think and skills
that impact how we act. Thinking skills focus on developing goals or generating solutions to
problems. Behavior skills focus on guiding actions that enable goal achievement. 

COMMON CHALLENGING COMBINATIONS

Difficulty creating a work plan, estimating the amount of time needed for tasks, and
completing the work/ meeting deadlines according to the plan.
Difficulty determining which tasks to work on given time available and the overall timeline.
Difficulty doing tasks in the right order so that work flows efficiently.

Difficulty staying organized and finding what's needed for the task at hand.
Difficulty keeping track of tasks, even when attempting to use a task management system.

Difficulty holding back their thoughts and/or emotions in a meeting.
Difficulty taking in feedback without saying things that are inappropriate in response
Difficulty making choices that are rational and well-thought out. May make decisions based
on emotions or external stimuli.

Difficulty adjusting to a change in plans without showing anger or frustration.
Difficulty staying calm under pressure or during an emergency.

Difficulty getting started and sticking with tasks until completion.

Planning / Prioritization often and Time management. 

Working Memory and Organization

Response Inhibition and Emotional Control

Emotional Control and Flexibility

Task Initiation and Sustained Attention

Working Memory
Planning / Prioritization
Organization
Time Management
Metacognition

Thinking Skills (Cognition)

By noticing if our strengths or weaknesses generally fall into one of these categories, we are
able to guide our solutions towards revamping how we think vs addressing how we act.

THINKING SKILLS, DOING SKILLS

Response Inhibition
Emotional Control
Sustained Attention
Task Initiation
Goal-directed Persistence
Flexibility

Doing Skills (Behavior)


